Conspirator: (Foreigner #10) by C. J. Cherryh

Where Will We Go Next?
First in a brand-new Foreigner trilogy from Hugo Award winning author C. J. Cherryh.

Cajeiri is the young son of the powerful leader of the Western Association and he has become a target for forces bent on destroying his father's rule. For Cajeiri is the first ateva youth to have lived in a human environment. And after hundreds of years of fragile atevi-human coexistence, he may very well be the first of his people to ever truly understand the so similar-yet so dangerously different-alien who share his home planet and threaten the hidebound customs of his race.

Personal Review: Conspirator: (Foreigner #10) by C. J. Cherryh
Conspirator: (Foreigner #10)
I can't put this series down -- the evolution of alien culture clashes, both within their own structure as well as with outsiders, is what keeps me coming back. I have to know where these characters will go -- both physically and mentally.
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